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1: Cub Creek Science and Animal CampGerbils | Cub Creek Science and Animal Camp | Missouri
Many decide that a hamster or gerbil is the best choice as a small pet in the home. There are a few noted differences
between the two, which can help one make the decision about the best individual choice. One of the primary differences
between the hamster and the gerbil is socialization needs.

On the surface hamsters are cuter but when you get to know them, gerbils seem to have real personality. We
go on a lot of vacations. I also have fish and clean their tanks quite often. My cousin had a hamster and the
first time I met it it bit me a lot. That might be because I grabbed it right away and the next time I saw it it was
cuddly. Unfortunately, her little brother let it out. If I were to get one, what are the things I should know before
making my final decision? So should I get a hamster? I kept the other one until today it died. I got them both
from a pet store, and the first one I liked more because it actually slept at night, and would easily let you pick
it up. The second one though was a little more hyper and nocturnal, chewed everything, and would even bite
me! What do you all think? I miss him so much! But this article was very helpful! I am thinking about getting
a pair of gerbils, although my mom will only let me get female because my male hamster peed all over the
room! I would love to get one black gerbil and one hairless, so if anybody knows of any let me know! My
doggie watches Ninja my hammy all day. Ninja does not get scared. He also chases Illa the dog and then Illa
will chase him. My hamster is a black bear and my dog is a jack russell. They get along great. Do you agree
with them? In fact, my two are most active during the night! I find that many captive gerbils will imitate the
situation around the cage, giving the appearance of being diurnal as most people are more active during the
day. I am, however, more active at night and my gerbils are, too. One of mine gets out of his nest once during
the day at about 3 or 4 p. The other is most active between 11 p. My hamsters bit me a lot during the taming
process and then a lot in their old age. I will never have hamsters again but plan on having gerbils for many
years to come. Anyway, with past experiences we have hamsters fight and eat each other, which is gross. But i
think me and my sister are getting separate cages. If i were to get a hamster instead of a gerbil, what type
should we get? Gerbils are very nice if taken care of properly but are a lot more mischievous than hamsters.
Also, i think they have a longer average life span. All the people i know with hamsters had them for two or
three years. My gerbils died in May at the age of four and a half. I miss and love him. And i find that their
personality truly depends on the way they were raised. He was about three inches long! He had been held
since i got him and he was my everything. He cuddled even if i woke him up because i was so anxious to hold
the cute little fur ball. I took seasonal pictures of him ex. But i want to try again. Sorry for my long boring
story, but I recommend this percent! One might end up killing the other!
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2: Can Gerbils Live in Hamster Cages? â€“ Rodent Zone
On an average, gestation lasts 16 to 18 days for Syrian hamsters, 18 to 21 days for Russian Dwarf hamsters, 21 to 23
days for Chinese hamsters and 23 to 30 for Roborovski hamsters. Litters: You can expect between four and six little
gerbils (pups) in a single litter.

There are very striking differences between the two rodents which we can discuss here. When talking of the
differences between gerbils and hamsters, one of the primary differences can be seen in their socialization.
Gerbils are rodents that are social creatures whereas hamsters have a solitary character. It is hard to keep
single gerbils as pets, and they need a friend while in captivity. On the other hand, hamsters can just stay all
alone in their captivity. Now looking at the physical characteristics, gerbils have soft and fur covered tails. On
the other hand, hamsters are virtually tailless. Gerbils also have a long snout which has a resemblance to rats.
Hamsters have large cheek pouches. Gerbils also have long hind legs, and they love to stand on their legs. On
the contrary, hamsters do not like to stand on their legs. There are also differences in the sleeping patterns of
both gerbils and hamsters. Hamsters sleep during the daytime which means that they are nocturnal rodents. On
the contrary, gerbils are crepuscular which means that they are active during dusk and dawn. When keeping
these rodents, it should be considered that gerbils cannot withstand overheating. So it is better that the room
temperature is maintained steady if you have gerbils. Hamsters are not known to be sensitive to overheating.
Though these two rodents can be raised not to bite, the hamster is known to be little more prone to biting.
There is not much difference in the diet between gerbils and hamsters. However, gerbils are known to survive
entirely on a vegetarian diet than are the hamsters. There are about gerbil subspecies and around 25 hamsters
subspecies. Gerbils have soft and fur covered tails. However, gerbils are known to survive entirely on
vegetarian diets than are the hamsters. If you like this article or our site. Please spread the word.
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3: Gerbils Vs. Hamsters: Whatâ€™s The Difference
Hamsters and gerbils are popular pocket pets, and they're both suitable for kids. If you're considering one of these small
pets for your family, weigh the pros and cons to determine which rodent would be best for your kids. Consider the
amount of care and type of companionship such pets require, and.

Having a hamster or gerbil as a pet can be a fun experience but, before you make a decision, you should learn
more about the pros and cons of owning each animal. Are These Animals Friendly? Even though gerbils and
hamsters are popular pet choices, the latter is not too fond of captivity. However, gerbils will make great pets
as long as you buy more than one. Of course you have the option to purchase a single gerbil but since they are
social animals you should purchase two so they can bond with each other. If you do choose to purchase
multiple hamsters and gerbils, it is a good idea to purchase two males. Female gerbils and female hamsters are
aggressive with each other, but gerbil and hamster males get along well with one another. If you choose to buy
a male and female gerbil or hamster, they should not be housed together, especially at a young age. You may
also be interested to know that hamsters breed quickly. Gerbils are ideal pets for children who have little or no
experience caring for a small animal. This is due to the fact that gerbils are active throughout the day and
rarely bite. Hamsters, however, do not like to be petted or held. Hamsters will bite when they are held or if
they become irritated. And, although hamster bites do not cause serious danger, the bites are often painful. If
you have young children, a hamster may not be the right pet choice for your family. Inexpensive Maintenance
It is not expensive to purchase a hamster or gerbil, nor do you need a large budget to maintain them as pets.
Most hamster cages come assembled, as well as any cage accessories you might want to purchase for your pet.
Keeping a gerbil or hamster cage clean is also simple to do and it does not cost a lot of money. When it
pertains to these pets, their litter and bedding materials are the most expensive part of owning either of the
two. Sleeping Patterns You should know the sleeping patterns of any pet before making a purchase. If you
want to sleep well during the night, a hamster is not the right choice for you. Since hamsters are nocturnal,
they will spend most of the day sleeping, and their nights will be spent playing with hamster toys or running
on the hamster wheel inside their cage. Hamsters do not like to be woken up for any reason, even to play.
Gerbils are diurnal; therefore, they will not interrupt your sleep by digging or moving around in their cage.
Gerbils like to play during the day, which can be fun for you and your children. Escaping the Cage
Sometimes, regardless of how attentive you are, gerbils and hamsters escape their cages. When a hamster
escapes his cage, he will be difficult to find and capture. You should know that hamsters enjoy chewing on
furniture and wiring. So, if your pet hamster escapes his cage and he chews on the wires in your home, it could
cause a house fire. Gerbils are also hard to find once they escape, which is why you must purchase an
escape-proof cage for either of these little critters. Remember that owning a gerbil or hamster will require
some of your time, money, and patience. Overall, gerbils and hamsters can make great pets. But they are not
the right choice for every pet owner which is why you should weigh the pros and cons before choosing oneâ€¦
or two in the case of gerbilsâ€¦ to bring home to meet the family! Are you thinking about getting a beautiful
portrait of your pet? An artist paintings make a lasting keepsake of your furry or feathered friend. For more
info, please visit Custom Pet Portraits [http:
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4: Difference Between Gerbils and Hamsters | Difference Between
From hamsters, gerbils, mice and more, we'll help you find the perfect little friend to welcome into your home. everyone
loves treats! Download the FREE PetSmart mobile app today & access your digital card, book services, get special
offers & manage your account.

At first glance, they share several similarities, such as ever-growing incisor teeth, tiny claws that indulge their
passion for digging and burrowing, and an appetite for protein with some seeds, fruits and veggies added in.
Short is a key descriptor for the stout-bodied hamster: On its wide feet, hamsters sport a darling plodding
waddle when walking. They have longer, pointed noses, similar to a rat; long hind legs on which they love to
stand and longer tails. Some say that their full cheeks can double the size of their heads! Hamsters have
spacious cheek pouches where they can store food. The average pet gerbil matures to 5 or 6 inches long, not
including the 3- to 4-inch-long tail, and weighs 2 to 4 ounces by adulthood. The most common pet hamsters
range from dwarfs at 2 to 4 inches long about 1. Color Combinations Both hamsters and gerbils come in a
variety of colors. Hamsters can have short or long hair ranging in color, texture and pattern. Colors range from
white to cinnamon to brown to gray to black. Some are decorated with a dark stripe down the middle of their
backs, while others have a white band of fur around their bellies. Behavioral Differences Personality can be a
critical part of the decision-making process when adding a pet to the family. Gerbil owners describe them as
intelligent, inquisitive and active pets. In fact, Hanna says they are incredibly interested in people. They also
will entertain themselves by digging, gnawing and shredding provided materials for nesting. Gerbils are social
critters and enjoy the company of other gerbils. And owners caution against startling or waking them
prematurely, as they can be quite grumpy. When active, hamsters also enjoy constructing burrows complete
with chambers for nesting and storing their food hoards. Playing Well With Others A big contrast between
these popular pet rodents is their sociability. Most hamsters are solitary and territorial, even fighting to the
death at times. This will give them the chance to interact but also get away and have some alone time. Hanna
recommends getting a pair or group and suggests even numbers. Care Differences Both gerbils and hamsters
need a clean and well-ventilated cage with a solid base, plenty of bedding for burrowing, a water bottle, chew
toys and an exercise wheel. Experts agree that an 8-inch wheel is the perfect size for gerbils and hamsters to
get their exercise on. For hamsters, Ramsey recommends at least 3 feet of unbroken floor space. For
commercial food, Hanna said to look for 14 to 15 percent protein and a mix of grain types. Hamsters average 2
years while gerbils average 3. In some instances, both critters have lived beyond 4 years, but that is rare.
Sandy Chebat Featured Image:
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5: Hamster or Gerbil? | ThriftyFun
Gerbil vs hamster - which one makes a better pet? For that matter, if you looked at both species side by side, do you
think you could identify the hamster gerbil difference?

Gerbils Gerbils vs Hamsters. The lifespan and other interesting facts about gerbils. Gerbils average lifespan is
two to three years, but some have been reported to live up to eight years. Gerbils live in colonies in
underground tunnels, sometimes 2 or 3 meters long. They breed throughout the year and produce a litter of
about 6 young. At Cub Creek Science Camp we have a small colony of Gerbils for summer campers to play
with and hold. At Science Camp campers will learn how to tell the difference between our small furry
mammals, such as Gerbils and Hamsters. Gerbils look very similar to Hamsters but there are several
differences. Gerbils have a long furry tail but hamsters have a short hairless stub for a tail. Gerbils need the
society of other gerbils but Hamsters are solitary creatures. Gerbils will stand up high on their back legs using
their tail for balance but it is much harder for the Hamster to do that. Gerbils vs Hamsters Even though both
are rodents that are quite popular as pets, gerbils and hamsters do have some striking differences which
separate the behavior of the two species to a great extent. For instance, gerbils are social creatures, while
hamsters exhibit solitary behavior. It is important to know the differences between these two, in order to
decide which one would be more suitable for you. Gerbil Facts A gerbil is a small burrowing rodent, typically,
characterized by strong hind legs adapted for leaping. It is found in various countries including, China, India
and Turkmenistan etc. Gerbils are also exported as exotic pets to European and American nations. There are
around sub-species of this rodent. On an average, gerbil species can grow to a length of 6 to 12 inches, and
weigh approximately, 2 to 3 ounces. Though, most of the gerbil sub-species are diurnal in nature, some of
them do exhibit crepuscular traits. They are social animals, which are found in groups, in the wild. Although
they are regarded as pests in many countries, some species of gerbils, such as the Clawed Jird, are quite
popular as pets. Hamster Facts Hamsters are small burrowing rodents, typically characterized by large cheek
pouches and a short tail. These rodents are crepuscular in nature, which means, they are most active at dusk
and dawn. They spend the entire day burrowing in the ground, in order to avoid being caught by predators.
There are around 25 sub-species of hamsters. Being omnivorous in nature, hamsters generally, feed on
vegetables, nuts, berries, fruits etc. As they are very easy to breed, hamsters are used as lab specimens in
various countries. Hamsters as pets are also quite popular in various parts of the world. Gerbil Vs Hamster As
we said earlier, gerbils and hamsters differ from each other to a great extent, as far as socialization is
concerned. Solitary hamsters seldom prefer company and if two hamsters are kept together as pets, they are
bound to engage in a struggle. On the other hand, gerbils, which are social, can be kept in each others
company. Hamsters are nocturnal creatures who like to spend the entire day sleeping, while gerbils are diurnal
creatures active during the day. Their appearance plays a major role, when it comes to gerbil vs hamster
comparison. The gerbils sport a long, soft tail, while the hamster is virtually tailless. Owing to their long
snout, gerbils resemble rats more than hamsters. Though, both the rodent species require daily exercise, gerbils
tend to be more active than hamsters. Ideally, you will have to provide your pet, whichever is your choice, a
wheel in the cage to stay healthy. Gerbils can get dehydrated in high temperatures, and hence, you will have to
provide your pet gerbil with necessary surroundings. Pet gerbils seldom bite, but pet hamsters do bite,
especially if woken during the day.
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6: What Are the Physical Differences Between a Gerbil & Hamster? | Animals - www.enganchecubano.com
Gerbils Vs Hamsters Two of the most popular small pets available in pet shops are hamsters and gerbils. Traditionally
hamsters have been viewed as the best pet - especially for children - but is that really the case?

Tweet on Twitter Gerbil vs hamster â€” which one makes a better pet? For that matter, if you looked at both
species side by side, do you think you could identify the hamster gerbil difference? And most kids only know
they are cute and small and fast and so, SO interesting! Learning more about a gerbil vs hamster is a great idea
before making a commitment to care for one of these little mammals. What is the difference between a
hamster and a gerbil? They look a lot alike! One of the first questions to tackle is: These two terms can be
used so interchangeably it really is a fair question! Even though they do have lots of similarities, a gerbil or
hamster are not one and the same â€” they are two different rodent species. All about the Gerbil The species of
gerbil most commonly kept as a pet is the Mongolian gerbil Meriones unguiculatus. These gerbils tend to be
hardy and resilient. These sociable mammals are nocturnal, sleeping the day away and waking up to become
more active as the sun sets. This is likely an evolutionary tactic to keep out of sight of predators, who see a
wild gerbil not as an entrancing playmate so much as a tasty appetizer! Mongolian gerbils have big ears â€”
the better to hear any hungry predator who tries to creep up on them â€” and sizeable back feet, the better to
stand up, look around, or run away with! They also have large eyes and a long furry tail. A newer pet gerbil is
called the fat-tailed gerbil. These gerbils have â€” you guessed it â€” wider tails without any hair on them. In
the wild, the gerbil would store extra fat reserves in the tail. Hamsters also have very distinctive cheeks â€”
they can stuff them so full their heads look like they are literally twice as large as they really are! Unlike with
pet gerbils, which really do predominantly hail from the Mongolian line, pet hamsters can be Syrian or dwarf,
and there are several dwarf hamster species http: Hamsters are stockier in their body and legs than gerbils are.
However, hamsters, like gerbils, are nocturnal, which means they are more active after the sun sets. Gerbil vs
hamster size When you compare gerbil vs hamster vs guinea pig size, the guinea pig comes out the clear size
winner. But once the much larger guinea pig is eliminated, size-wise, the gerbil vs hamster reveals that the
hamster generally comes out the size winner. This is at least the case when comparing Syrian hamsters against
Mongolian gerbils! However, when comparing the dwarf hamster vs gerbil, you will notice the gerbil looks
like a heavyweight next to its tiny dwarf hamster counterpart! Syrian hamsters and gerbils can be easier to
handle, mostly because they are big enough to hold securely. Smaller dwarf hamsters are so tiny and wriggly
and fast, they can easily escape if removed from their habitat! Once gone, these miniature escape artists can be
very, very hard to recapture. Gerbil size At maturity, a gerbil might weigh anywhere from 50 to 60 grams 1.
Hamster size A Syrian hamster, the largest hamster breed, can weigh anywhere from 87 to grams 3. In
contrast, a Roborovski dwarf hamster, the smallest dwarf hamster species, will only weigh 20 to Gerbil vs
hamster lifespan Gerbils in captivity can live from two to five years. Hamsters in captivity can live between
two and four years, depending on species. Gerbil vs hamster colors Whether you choose a gerbil or hamster as
a pet, you can look forward to having a very cute pet to look at! Even better, gerbils and hamsters can also
exhibit as much visual variety in their coat color, coat type and eye color as cats and dogs can! Generally
speaking, gerbils may be two-toned one color on top and another color on the belly or they may have a pattern
spots, agouti. Gerbil coat colors can include brown, grey, orange, yellow, cream, nutmeg, red, silver, slate,
white or even orange! Gerbil eye colors can be ruby red, pink or dark brown or black. Hamster colors
Hamsters can come in a dazzling array of coat colors, from pure winter white to black, grey, orange, chocolate
brown, champagne, cream, sable, rust, cinnamon, golden, and many more pretty permutations. Coat patterns
can range from solid to two-toned one color on top and one color on the belly , agouti, spotted, banded,
dappled, roan and tortoiseshell. Hamsters also have one other interesting variation: Hamster eye colors can
range from dark brown or black to ruby to pink. Gerbil vs hamster socialization It is vital to look at the
hamster vs gerbil difference before you bring your new pet home! This is because, depending on whether you
choose a gerbil vs hamster, you may need to plan for one or at least two new pets! Gerbil socialization in
captivity Gerbils are quite social in the wild and in captivity as well. Unless you are adopting a senior gerbil
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that is used to living alone, it is much preferable to keep pet gerbils in pairs. It is also advisable to keep
same-gender gerbils together. Two females is always a good pairing and two male littermates can be a great
choice as well. If you do keep a male and a female together, you will need to be prepared for lots of tiny
hamster babies starting almost immediately! Luckily, as long as the gerbils in question are at least 8 weeks
old, it is pretty easy to tell a female and a male apart. Hamster socialization in captivity There can be a
significant socialization differences between a hamster and a gerbil depending on the species of hamster you
are keeping. For example, the most popular pet hamster species, the Syrian hamster sometimes also called the
golden hamster or the teddy bear hamster , is notorious for getting into fights when housed with other
hamsters. You should always house a Syrian hamster by itself. On the other hand, dwarf hamsters can usually
be housed in pairs or even groups if they are littermates. This is best done when your dwarf hamsters are
young, as an older dwarf hamster who is used to being alone might not be so keen on having a stranger
dumped into his habitat one day! For more detailed information on the socialization needs of different hamster
species, we recommend you browse over to this informative article! Gerbil vs hamster cages Both the gerbil
and the hamster have specific housing requirements. When these are met, you will have a much better chance
of having a healthy gerbil or hamster pet! Gerbil cages Gerbils are natural diggers, chewers and adventurers.
They have really strong hind legs and stabilizing long tails for jumping, and they are very active and curious!
What this means for you, the gerbil owner, is that you really, really need a gerbil-proof habitat. A glass
aquarium or metal habitat with a smooth bottom are really the only safe choices. So gerbils need plenty of
bedding to dig and nest in. Size-wise, your gerbil cage should reflect the number of occupants. The Humane
Society of the United States http: Add 5 additional gallons for every additional gerbil. Hamsters, like gerbils,
love to chew and dig and climb. So like gerbils, your hamster will need a solid, escape-proof habitat, and this
is especially important when keeping the tiny dwarf hamsters! Plastic, glass or metal cages with smooth
bottoms are the best choices. Gerbil vs hamster health Both gerbils and hamsters are generally considered to
make for hardy, healthy pets. However, like all animal species, gerbils and hamsters do have certain known
health issues that can crop up from time to time. Gerbil health Gerbils are typically considered a hale and
hardy family pet. They are resilient even in the face of inexpert handling by young pet carers, especially when
housed with other gerbils for company. Gerbils can suffer from dental disease. Providing lots of chewable
treats is a good way to prevent dental issues. Gerbils can develop inner ear masses obstructive ear disease or
aural cholestratoma. Veterinarians estimate epilepsy may affect up to 40 percent of gerbils. The best way to
avoid bringing home a pet with inherited epilepsy is to choose your breeder carefully. Hamster health Perhaps
the most common issue that affects hamsters is dental disease. Providing lots of chewable toys can help keep
the teeth safely filed. Wet tail disease, a. It is caused by bacteria and can be fatal very quickly when left
untreated. Hamsters can also be prone to developing tumors, both benign and cancerous. Tumors are more apt
to form on glands than anywhere else and always require prompt veterinary care. What is a better pet hamster
or gerbil? So what do you think? Gerbil vs hamster â€” the choice is up to you! Please drop us a comment and
let us know which pet you chose and why! Resources and Further Reading.
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7: What are the Differences Between a Hamster and a Gerbil?
Hamster vs Gerbil Hamster and gerbil are both classified as rodents but in different families. Their appearances with
many other morphological and behavioural characteristics vary from each other. However, many think that hamsters are
a group of gerbils, and that is not correct at all.

Well, yes and no. Gerbils and hamsters have a lot of generic things in common; they are both rodents, both fit
in your hand and they are both sold in pet stores â€” they even both eat similar-looking food. But that is
generally where the similarities end. They can both live in each others set-ups of course short term although
the gerbils are worse off in almost all cases â€” but neither would be best suited to the others â€” or you even
â€” as they have such different requirements. They are a bit like chalk and cheese. Hamsters are generally
solitary-living slow-moving fur balls who like a neat tidy cage. They have a large body and short legs made
for tunnel walking and not for speed. If they can stay in the same place for 3 years â€” they would love that.
They sleep usually all day in their cute brightly-coloured plastic house on a shallow layer of woodshavings
just enough to cover the plastic base and occasionally â€” if the mood takes them â€” they will move all the
shavings over to one corner of the tank for no good reason. Photo by Lyn Lomasi They like moving around in
tubes horizontally but also vertically â€” a feat they achieve due to their giant girth where they push against
the sides of the tubes with their immense bodies. Although they have sharp teeth â€” and often use them on
their owners and friends â€” they rarely use them for chewing anything other than food. So the ideal hamster
cage is? As you guessed it â€” the ideal hamster cage therefore is something that can be small or divided up
into small parts connected by plastic tubes running either across or up and down. The whole thing and
everything in it can be made of brightly-coloured plastic for ease and to look cute and the cage bases are
minimal and only there to hold the thing together. Photo by rkimpeljr Hamster cages often have a mesh or
barred wheel if there is space for one â€” and if they extend upwards, there is usually a plastic tube or plastic
slope to the next level â€” usually also made of plastic. As a result of all this compartmentalizing and
connecting things â€” quite a lot of hamster cages are initially very very small â€” and it is up to you to buy all
the other parts of the kit to make the place acceptable. Gerbils are generally group-living fast-moving sleek
machines who like the messiest-looking environment a human has ever seen to the gerbils though it is totally
organised. They have a slim body with giant back legs built for speed and digging. If they had to stay in the
same place for 3 minutes â€” they would hate that. Do you know how long it took me to get this picture
below! They sleep a short while then wake a short while then sleep a short while again â€” on and off all day
and night. They usually build their nest in a wooden hut underneath a good few inches of bedding enough to
bury the house in in the first place and very often â€” as is nearly always the case â€” they will rearrange
virtually all of their bedding and eat through any toys overnight making the whole cage look different every 24
hours. As they need very much bedding enough to bury half their cage contents and to make tunnels there is
always a need for a deep glass or plastic base. Gerbils love to dig and move things around, so the contents of
their cage are usually kicked back and forth throughout the day and night, every day and every night. They
LOVE moving around underground or in tunnels â€” as that is where they feel safest. Seeing anything in
common yet? Not really, just their overall size. As you guessed it â€” the ideal gerbil cage therefore is
something completely different to a hamster cage. You can have a smooth edged hard plastic with no starting
point for chewing â€” and edges are doomed. There are however a few exceptions as all the other alternatives
are even less safe. With gerbils â€” you often have to replace everything in their cages on a regular basis â€”
nothing will last you their entire life. However, you should always be looking out for the safety of your gerbil
and allowing it to act in a natural way for a gerbil. Gerbils should not have a mesh or barred wheel as it can
trap their tail and even break it entirely off â€” they need a solid large wheel â€” 10 inches plus in diameter
due to their giant back legs. The best ones are made of solid plastic like in the image above with no bars
anywhere. They may eventually chew these and they will need to be replaced, but if you want a wheel â€”
these are the safest. If gerbil cages are extended upwards, you should try to avoid plastic shelves and ladders at
all costs â€” chewing it makes it sharp, it will harbour germs and could get stuck in your gerbils mouths. So,
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can gerbils live in hamster cages? Nearly all basic hamster cages are too small for gerbils, have the wrong base
to bar ratio and have too much plastic in them â€” but sometimes alternatives need to be used. I would rather a
gerbil was safe in a smaller hamster cage than at risk of injury or escape in something larger and less suitable.
So, here are the ins and outs of those cage types: A traditional hamster cage made totally of wire with a
shallow coloured tray like a cat litter tray can safely hold a pair of gerbils and they can live in there with only a
few adaptations. A traditional bird cage â€” why not â€” it is the same design as the hamster cages except for
bar direction? An enclosed hamster cage like a Ferplast Duna and upwards in size is much better than a wire
cage as it will contain all their mess and they can have deeper bedding, but it has a load of plastic that will
eventually get eaten. The hole where the water bottle goes is the weakest point â€” so you will need to have it
secured at all times â€” 30 minutes and they could be out of thereâ€¦ A modular hamster cage made of all little
sections and filled with weak points like plastic stoppers and plastic tubes cannot safely hold a pair of gerbils
for any length of time. ALSO they would remember where they escaped from last time â€” and do it again
over and over. A new trendy hamster cage may well be more of a gerbil-friendly set-up â€” as they are making
the sides solid and a cage as only part of the top â€” basically just like a gerbilarium. Large wooden hamster
cages are even better â€” things like the PawHut Large Wooden hamster cage is perfect for gerbils apart from
the fact it is wood and they will eventually chew it to pieces â€” but while it lasts it would be GREAT. Often
guinea pig habitats are too easily escaped from by gerbils as they have bars based on the habits and size of a
guinea pig. Shame that most guinea pigs and rabbit cages are too small for rabbits and guinea pigs â€” but
with smaller bars or more solid sides could be great for gerbils and hamsters! Animals are SO pigeon-holed
into habitats no pun intended. Basically, as long as it is safe for gerbils â€” you can use it short term; but if it is
larger, deeper and wood and cardboard filled you can use it long termâ€¦.
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8: JW Petville Pet Plaza Small Animal Habitat - Hamsters , Mice , Gerbils Cage | eBay
Both gerbils and hamsters need a clean and well-ventilated cage with a solid base, plenty of bedding for burrowing, a
water bottle, chew toys and an exercise wheel. Experts agree that an 8-inch wheel is the perfect size for gerbils and
hamsters to get their exercise on.

January 7, found this helpful If you are debating on whether to get a hamster, or a gerbil as a rodent pet, I
would suggest you get a gerbil. Unlike Hamsters, who are nocturnal, and the run in that darn wheel that
squeaks all night, gerbils are active during the day. These little guys are so interesting to watch. They run
around, chew on things, bury food, and other things. Also, hamsters urinate constantly, but Gerbils only
urinate every so often, so your gerbil cage almost never smells. Also, if you decide to get a gerbil, I suggest
you get two, and if you want a family of gerbils, get a male and female. The babies will grow fur, and run
around like crazy while their eyes are still closed. So, I highly recommend a gerbil, because they are a lot of
fun for only around six dollars per gerbil. I would say gerbils. They have great personalities. I believe they are
the best pet. I would recommend that you not breed them. Because, unless you are lucky enough to be there
when the pups come usually early in the morning like 4 am. So I would get two females over males. Males
may fight for territory. And I would suggest getting them from the same litter of pups. My two girls, Dixie and
Daisy are sisters, and they are inseparable. I think gerbils are way cuter. I am a breeder. I have 7 gerbils right
now and I have more arriving in about a 4 days. Hamsters bite too much, and the pee a lot more than gerbils.
Also, hamsters are also boring to watch, and they sleep a lot. Gerbils just sleep during the night and you can
watch them for hours. So if you get a pet make sure its a gerbil. Gerbils, they do not stink and the do not bite.
Hamsters tend to be biters, but not gerbils. The one down side is they do not have cheek pouches to stuff like
hamsters. Hamster are way cuter. I have one myself and they smell way better than gerbils. They hardly ever
poop or wee, and they are so cute. They actually sleep at night and do not wake you up. So if you want to
sleep at night, get a hamster. Rats are the best pets. They are clean, friendly, and just plain sweet. They are the
perfect first pets for kids. Gerbils are very cute, I cannot choose which is cuter, but that is opinion. Gerbils are
way more intelligent. You can teach a gerbil tricks; it is more difficult with hamsters. Gerbils bit less often as
hamsters. Gerbils are up at night; just put them in a different room, that is fine. Plus, my two male gerbils
make cute squeaks that put me to sleep easily. My old hamster peed all over my stuffed animals when I was 8.
Hamsters are cute, but they smell terrible. I would barely go in the room where my two hamsters were. You
can hardly smell Gerbils. Gerbils are very entertaining. They make a new bed every time you clean their cage.
Hamsters will just poop on their new toys. If you give your gerbil a toilet paper tube, it is so cute to watch
them climb all over it, go through it, watch your two gerbils run into each other and chew it to the center.
Gerbils are really fun and cute. They stand up every 5 seconds or so, and they are the cutest when they spin in
a circle and take their little seed and munch it as their little eyes close as if they are in heaven. Gerbils can
have popcorn, Rice Krispies Treats, Cheerios, and all sorts of things. Hamsters mainly eat sunflower seeds.
Gerbils make a much better classroom pet. If you like a pet with personality, get two gerbils of the same
gender. If you would like to get bitten hard often, get a hamster. This is my opinion, but the facts say gerbils
are great pets, and they are not close to "trouble". Charlie never bite me and was lovable and loved to explore
the house in his ball. After he died I bought two male gerbils and I have regretted it hugely. You can pick them
up, but not for long as they jump and scratch. They are fun to watch and are sweet as they cuddle and play
together, but a hamster will get more attached to you and have more love to give. Even though they are
nocturnal and can get up quite late they are there for you when you have finished a busy day and they love a
cuddle. I have 2 gerbils. I will not put any animal, gerbil or hamster on the down side. I have had both Gerbil:
Whenever I clean the cage they make a new bed design, I love to make little amusement parks with stuff
around the house. Bond easily Fluffy and fun to pet I liked to see them stuff their cheeks with food.
9: gerbil vs hamster - which pet is best for me?
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At first glance, you might think gerbils and hamsters look about the same. Although similarities abound between these
two adorable types of rodents, a closer look reveals some differences. For reasons that range from a gerbil's long tail to
a hamster's sleeping habits, these two cuties aren't carbon.
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